
COFFEE QUEEN INSTANT
P RO D U C T  I N F O R M AT I O N

CAFÉLINO

Is a small and compact instant machine which is perfect for when you 

need to serve good, well tasting coffee in a quick and simple way. With 

just a press of a button you can prepare a fresh cup of coffee without a 

mess in approx ten seconds. The well thought out design makes Coffee 

Queen Cafélino the perfect machine for the workplace, fast food outlet 

and hospitality industry.

Cafélino has automatic water filling feature and is available with one, 

two or three ingredients canisters. With two canisters, Cafélino Duo, 

and three canisters, Cafélino Trio, you can depending on ingredients 

have up to four different drink options. The machines with two and 

three canisters can serve hot water as well. 

FACTS

CAFÉLINO

- Automatic water filling

- One ingredient canister

- Two drink options

- Fresh cup ready in approx ten seconds

TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply: 230V 1N / 2200W

Water connection: cold water 3/4” R

DIMENSIONS

W:  180 mm

D:   450 mm

H:   460 mm

FACTS

CAFÉLINO DUO/ TRIO

- Automatic water filling

- Cafélino Duo: Two ingredients canisters (also available with 

large canister)

- Cafélino Trio: Three ingredients canisters

- Up to four drink options and hot water

- Fresh cup ready in approx ten seconds

TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply: 230V 1N / 2200W

Water connection: cold water 3/4” R

DIMENSIONS

W:  220 mm

D:   450 mm

H:   530 mm
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COFFEE QUEEN INSTANT
P RO D U C T  I N F O R M AT I O N

CAPACITY 1 CANISTER (CAFÉLINO)

Coffee approx 0.55 kg / 2.5 litre = approx 275 cups per filling

Drink options: large or small coffee

CAPACITY 1 CANISTER (CAFÉLINO DUO) 

Coffee approx 0.9 kg / 4.2 litre = approx 400 cups per filling

Drink options: large or small coffee

CAPACITY 2 CANISTERS (CAFÉLINO DUO)

Coffee approx 0.35kg / 1.6 litre = approx 165 cups per filling
Topping approx 1,5 kg / 1.6 litre = approx 80 cups per filling

Drink options: large coffee, small coffee, cappuccino, café latte, hot water

CAPACITY 3 CANISTERS (CAFÉLINO TRIO)
Coffee approx 0.25 kg / 1.1 litre = approx 125 cups per filling
Topping approx 0.8 kg / 1.6 litre = approx 80 cups per filling
Chocolate approx 1.2 kg / 1.6 litre= approx 60 cups per filling

Drink options: coffee, cappuccino, café latte, chocolate, hot water
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